
IN THE SUPREME COURT OE ALABAMA
September 23, 2076

ORDER

IT IS ORDERED that the Al-abama Rufes for
Actions be adopted to read in accordance with
this order,'

Expedited Civi I
the Appendix to

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Alabama Rufes
Expedited Civil Actions be effective January 1,, 2011;

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the foflowing note from
reporter of decisions be added to folfow the Alabama Rules
Expedited CiviI Actions :

"Note from the reporter of decisions: The order
adopting the Alabama Rules for Expedited CiviI
Actions effective January L, 2071 , including Justice
Murdock' s and Justice Shawr s special writings
dissenting to that order, is published in that
vol-ume of Al-abama Reporter that contains Alabama
cases from

for

the
tor

So. 3d. "

Bolin, Parker, Maj-n, Wise, and Bryan, JJ.,Stuart,
concur.

Murdock and Shaw, JJ., dissent.
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MURDOCK, Justlce (dissenting) .

I respectfully dissent from the adoption of the Alabama

RuIes for Expedited Civil Actions. With the adoption of these

rules, we add to the judicial landscape yet another mechanism

for parties to "J-itigate" non-domestic civil disputes in

Alabama (in addition to medlation, arbitration, smal-f -cl-aims

court, district court, private judges, circuit court, and the

required expedited treatment of workers' compensation cases in

the circuit courts). This new mechanism will serve to

prioritize cases involving $50,000 or fess at the expense of

the scheduling of a1f other cases (with the possible exception

of workers' compensation cases and other cases that by statute

afready must be prioritized by our circuit courts). f believe

the better response to the reason propounded for the creation

of this new mechanism woufd be simply to adjust in some

measure the jurisdictional limit of the district court.



SHAW, JusLj ce (dissenting) .

Alabama Code 1975, S 6-1-3(a), states: "The Supreme Court

shall adopt guidelines to promote the prompt, efficient, and

cost-effective resofution of civil actions. " The Standing

Committee on the Alabama Rules of Civil Procedure has

evaluated and reconmended procedures to satisfy S 6-1-3. This

Court has also publlshed proposed expedited civil rules and

comments and soficited input from the bench and bar. This

Court, with some modification, now adopts these Afabama Rules

for Expedited Civil Actions.

I.

First, I understand S 6-1-3 to be an invitation to Lhis

Court to adopt certain procedures. Under the doctrine of

separation of powers, the legislature can no more direct this

Court to exercise its constitutional authority to draft rules

and procedurest than this Court coufd direct the legislature

to exercise its constitutionaf aulhority to draft faws. A1a.

Const. 1901, Art. III, S 43, and Ex parte James, 836 So. 2d

813, 819 (A1a. 2002) (holding that the trial- court's order

directing the legislature "to formulate a constitutional

education system" viofated S 43).

'see
with the

AIa. Const. 1901, S 150,
authority to promulgate

providing the Supreme Court
rules of procedure.



II.

Second, the Standing Committee on the Alabama Rul-es of

Civil Procedure recommended that this Court, in accordance

with S 6-1-3, adopt formal rules of procedure. I note that S

6-7-3, however, explicitly uses the term "guidefines. " It

would appear that the legisJ-ature signaled that this Court

adopt something less than fu1l-fledged "rules. " The

distlnction is important: under Ala. Code 1975, $ 6-1-2, any

"rufes of practice and procedure" this Court adopts would

supersede the contrary provisions of Title 6 of the Alabama

Code of 791 5.2 For example, Appendj-x II to the Alabama Rules

of Civil Procedure lists numerous statutes superseded by those

ruJ-es i it is not cl-ear the extent to which the newly adopted

Afabama Rules for Expedited Civil Actions supersede Titl-e 6 of

the 1975 Code. See afso the Committee Comments to Appendix

II, which point out the arduous nature of determining what

statutes were superseded by the adoption of the Alabama Rufes

of Civil- Procedure. If the legislature has called for this

Cou.rt to adopt mere guidelines, it has not contemplated that

2Section 6-7-2 states: "Any provisions of this title
regulating procedure shal1 apply only if the procedure is not
governed by the Alabama Rules of Civil Procedure, the Afabama
Rules of AppeJ-late Procedure, or any other rule of practice
and procedure as may be adopted by the Supreme Court of
Alabama. "



this Court will draft rules that, by operation of S 6-1-2,

would supersede statutory faw. I am hesitant to draft rules

that could supersede statutory faw when not cfearly called

upon to do so.

I have no opposition to the adoption of "guidelines" to

provide a procedure for expediting the types of civil actions

identified in S 6-1-3. Such guidelines, in my view, would be

no fess effective than the rules this Court now adopts.

However, I befieve that the adoption of "rul-es" is a step too

far.



APPEND]X

Alabama Rufes for Expedited Civif Actions

I ntroduct ion.

Rufe A. Scope of Rules.

These RuIes shal-f be known and cited as the "Alabama
Rules for Expedited Civil Actions" and are intended to create
a voluntary process to promote the just and efficient
determination of the cases to which they app1y. These Rules
apply to civif actions in the circuit court where the damages
are limited to $50,000 and the parties agree to the assignment
of the action to an expedited track, pursuant to RuIe B or C,
except actions involving: (1) domestic refations or family
Iaw, (2) real-property law, (3 ) tax Iaw, (4 ) workers'
compensation claims, and (5) cfaims as to which no money
damages are sought. The circuit court shafl enter a scheduling
order in every civil action assigned to the expedited track,
which shalf incorporate the deadfines in the Expedited
Scheduling and Discovery Order (Form 1, attached to these
Rufes), except as may be modified by the circuit court for
good cause.

Comment s

These Rules apply to civil actions in which the cfalm
asserted is fimited to $50,000, inclusive of interest, costs,
and attorney fees. Such actions, with the consent of all

The Alabama Rules for Expedited Civif Actions were
drafted at the request of the Alabama Legislature that the
Alabama Supreme Court adopt procedures "to promote the prompt,
efficient, and cost-effective resolution of civil actions" in
certain civil cases. Act No. 2012-492, A1a. Acts 2012,
codlfied at A1a. Code 191 5, S 6-1-3. Pursuant to this
request, and by the power bestowed upon the Supreme Court of
Alabama by Article VI, S 150, Alabama Constitution of 1901, a
task committee and the Supreme Court Standing Commj-ttee on the
Alabama Rules of Civil Procedure drafted proposed rules, which
were submitted to the bench and bar for comment in the January
2014 vofume of The Afabama Lawver. The Alabama Supreme Court,
after further consideration and revision, has adopted these
Rul-es to estabLish a voluntary, efficlent, and just procedure
to expedite civif actions to which these Rufes apply.



parties,
resofve
manner.

Rufe B. Assignment
Expedited Track and

are to be handled on an expedited track intended to
the cfaim in an efficient and expedited, but just,
The types of cases specificaffy excluded from the

expedited track are listed in RuIe A.

to or Removaf of the Action from the
Oblections Thereto.

(1) Assignment of the Action to the Expedited Track May
Be Sought in the Orlginal Complaint. A plaintiff seeking to
proceed under these Rules shafl conspicuousfy state on the
face of the complaint a declaration that the plaintiff elects
assj-gnment of the action to the expedited track pursuant to
these Rules and fimits the recovery of any damages claimed to
an aggregate of $50,000, inclusive of interest, costs, and
attorney fees, whether provided by contract or statute. Any
defendant objectinq to assignment of the action to the
expedited track shall indicate such objection in the answer,
in which circumstance the action wifl not be placed on the
expedited track.

(2) Assignment of the Action to the Expedited Track May
Be Sought by Amendment. If the original complaint did not
indicate that the plaintiff was seeking assignment of the
actj-on to the expedited track, the pJ-aintlf f may subsequently,
by amendment of the compfaint, seek assignment of the actj-on
to the expedited track. Such amendment shaff be subject to
Rule 15, Ala. R. Civ. P., and a showinq of good cause. Any
party may object to such amendment or to the assignment of the
action to the expedited track, in which circumstance the
action will not be placed on the expedited track.

(3) Removaf of the Action from the Expedited Track May Be
Sought by Amendment. A plaintiff whose action has been
assigned to the expedited track may seek leave to amend the
complaint to have the action removed from the expedited track.
Such amendment shall be subject to Rule 15, AIa. R. Civ. P.,
and a showing that the claims asserted are reasonably worth
more than 950,000 and the evidence supporting the value of the
claims coufd not have been reasonably anticipated when the
plaintiff sought assignment of the action to the expedited
track. A defendant may object to such amendment or removaf of
the action from the expedited track.



Conunent s

(1) PLaintiff Seeks Assignment to Expedited Track in
Origi-nal Complaint. A plalntiff seeking to proceed on the
expedited track must decfare on the face of the complaint that
recovery of damages shall- be limited to $50,000. Moreover, to
trigger the application of these Rules, the ad damnum cl-ause
of the complaint must fimit damages to $50,000 or less. The
staff of the circuit court cferk's office must be able to
easily determlne that the plaintiff seeks to proceed on the
expedited track. The plaintiff shall incfude some consp.icuous
statement in the caption or style of the compfaint, such as:
"NOTE: The plaintiff limits the demand and recovery of damages
to $50,000 or fess and seeks application of the Alabama Rules
for Expedited Civif Actions. " A defendant may object to the
assignment of the action to the expedited track by indicating
such in the answer, in which circumstance the action wil-1 not
be asslgned to the track or, if it has already been assigned,
it wi 11 be removed.

(3) Pl-aintif f Seeks Remova.I of the Action from the
Expedited Track. The plaintiff, having chosen to proceed on
the expedited track, may not have the action removed from that
track without a showing that (i) the claim asserted 1s
reasonably worth more than $50,000 and (ii) the evidence
supporting the value of the cl-aim could not reasonably have
been anticipated when the plaintiff opted in. This provision

(2) Plaintiff Seeks Assignment to the Expedited Track by
Amendment. If the plaintiff does not initially elect to
proceed on the expedited track, the plaintiff may fater seek
to amend the complaint by adding a decl-aration limiting the
cfaims to $50,000. The requirement of giving special notice to
the parties and the cferk's office by a conspicuous statement
in the caption or styIe, as set forth in the Comment to Rufe
B(1), is equal-1y applicable to an amendment to the complaint.
Any party, by motion, may object to placing the action on the
expedited track. The option to seek assignment of the action
to the expedited track by amendment b/as thought to be
necessary to accommodate those claims asserted as to which the
claimant j-nitia1Iy proceeded on the traditional
discovery/trial track and, for good cause, subsequently seeks
to have the action proceed on the expedited track. However, it
is also recognized that there wifl come a point in the life of
any action when it serves little purpose to remove it from the
traditional track and place it on the expedited track.



is to discourage a wholesale change in the discovery and tria]
schedule after an action has been pending on the expedited
track. This reflects a policy that is intended to discourage
opt-outs after the partles have agreed to the expedited track.

Rule C. Defendant May Seek Assignment to or Removal from
Expedited Track of Countercfaims, Cross-Claims,
Third-Party Claims and Objections Thereto.

the
and

(1) Assignment of Cfaims to the Expedj-ted Track May Be
Sought in the Original Action. Any party that fil-es a
cross-c1aim, counterclaim, or third-party claim may efect
assignment of such cfaim to the expedited track, but only if
alf other cfaims pending in the action are on the expedited
track. A party seeking the applicatlon of these Rules to such
a claim shall make the same decl-aration and statement
regarding limitation of damages as to the claim asserted that
the plaintiff is required to make under Rufe B. Any party may
object to the assj-gnment of such cfaim to the expedited track,
in which circumstance the entire action will- be removed from
the expedited L rack.

(2) Assignment of Cfaims to the Expedited Track May Be
Sought by Amendment. If the original cross-c1aim,
counterclaim, or third-party claim did not seek assignment to
the expedited track, such assignment may be subsequently
sought by amendment, subject to the provisions of Rule 15,
A1a. R. Civ. P., only if all other claims pending are on the
expedited track and upon a showing of good cause. Any party
may object to such amendment or to the assignment of the cfaim
to the expedited track, in which circumstance the claim will
not be placed to the expedited track.

(3) Removal of the Cfaim from the Expedited Track May Be
Sought. A defendant whose claim has been assigned to the
expedited track may seek leave to amend the pleadings to have
the cLaim removed from the expedited track. Such amendment
shall be subject to Rule 15, A1a. R. Civ. P., and a showing
that the cfaim asserted is reasonably worth more than $50,000
and the evidence supporting the value of the claim could not
have been reasonably anticipated when the defendant sought
assignment of the claim to the expedited track. The plaintiff
may object to such an amendment or to removal of the cfaim
from the expedited t rack .



(4) Defendant Files Cfaim in Excess of Limitatj-on; Claims
Asserted by Plaintiff Refieved of Limitation. If a defendant
files a cross-cJ-aim, counterclaim, or third-party claim in
which the amount sought exceeds $50,000, that claim and aff
cfaims then pending on the expedited track shafl be removed
from the track, and the party asserting those claims is
refieved of the $50,000 .l-imitation.

ConLne n t s

(1) Defendant Seeks Assignment to Expedited Track in
Original- Claim. Rule C(1) provides the corol-1ary to Rule B(1)
for counterclaims, cross-c1aims, and third-party claims. If
such a c1aim is asserted, the claimant may seek assignment to
the expedited track by making the same declaration required of
the plaintiff under Rufe B(1). However, such a claim may not
proceed on the expedited track unless alf other cfaims then
pending are assigned to the expedited track. To provide
otherwise woul-d allow the action to proceed partly on the
expedited track and partfy on the traditj-onaI track, which
would not allow discovery to be conducted ln a timely and
coordlnated manner. Moreover, as can the defendants under Rul-e
B(1), any party may obj ect to the assignment of the claim to
the expedi Led t rack.

The circuit court also may use the procedures
severance and separate trials under Rules 21 and 42, Ala.
Civ. P. If, for example, a permissive counterclaim comes
1ight, but it would require taking the action off t
expedited track, that permissive counterclaim might be
severed, and the origlnal claim coul-d remain on the expedj-ted
track as appropriate. These matters are left to the sound
discretion of the circuit court.

(2) Defendant Seeks Assignment to Expedited Track by
Amendment. Rule C(2) provldes to defendants a mirror image of
what Rul-e B(2) provides for the plaintiff. That is, the
expedited track is as availabfe to a defendant asserting a
counterclaim, cross-claim, or third-party claim by amendment
as it is to the plaintiff by amendment. Moreover, the
provisions of Rule C12) regarding objections to such an
amendment are also a mj-rror image of Rul-e B (2 ) .

(3) Defendant Seeks Removaf of Claims from Expedited
Track. Rul-e C(3) provides to defendants who wish to have their
claims removed from the expedited track and parties who may

of
R.
to
he



oppose such an amendment a mirror image
obligations provided in the event that the
have an action removed from the expedited

of the rights and
plaintiff seeks to
track.

l4) Defendant Fifes Claim in Excess of $50,000 and
Plaintiff's Cfaims are on Expedited Track. If the plaintiff's
claims are pending on the expedited track when the defendant
files a counterclaim, cross-cfaim, or third-party cfaim in
excess of $50,000, then these Rules do not apply to the entire
action and the plaintiff is relieved of the $50,000 limitation
as the action proceeds on the traditionaf track.

RuIe D. Di scovery.

Under the Expedited Schedullng and Discovery Order (Form
1), all discovery shall- be commenced so as to be completed
within 120 days following the filing of the defendant's answer
to the complaint. If there are multiple defendants, the 120
days shall begin to run upon the filing of the last timely
answer.

A party shalf not propound more than 50 written discovery
requests (inclusive of all interrogatories, requests for
production, and requests for admissions) to any other party
without leave of court. Upon motion, and for good cause shown,
the court may increase the number of wrj-tten discovery
requests that a party may serve upon another party. For
purposes of this limitation, (1) any subpart or separable
questj-on (whether or not separately numbered, lettered, or
paragraphed) shall be considered a separate discovery request,
and (2) the word "party" incfudes all parties represented by
the same lawyer or law f irm. There is no limitation to the
number of subpoenas a party may issue to nonparties for the
production or inspection of designated books, documents,
electronical-ly stored information, or tangibJ-e things under
Rule 45, A1a. R. Civ. P.

Each party shal-f be af l-owed to take the deposition of one
fact witness in addition to the depositions of the parties to
the J-itigation. Por purposes of this limitation, the word
"party" includes a1l- parties represented by the same J-awyer or
faw f irm. Upon motion, and for good cause shown, the circuit
court may increase the number of fact-witness depositions a
party may take. This limitation shafl not apply to expert
witnesses, including retained experts and treating physicians.



Commen t s

Discovery, absent leave of court, is to be completed
within 120 days from the filing of the fast answer, Written
discovery is limited to a totaf of 50 requests, which include
interrogator.ies, requests for production, and requests for
admissions. No limitation is placed on the number of nonparty
subpoenas thal- may be served. Depositions may be taken of afl
parties and one nonparty fact wj-tness. Depositions of experts
is deal-t with in Rufe E. The circuit court may grant leave,
upon good cause shown, to conduct additionaf discovery, and
the showing necessary is similar to the good-cause showing
required under Rule 33, AIa. R. Cj-v, P. The discovery
Iimitations contemplate only claims by a plaintiff without any
claims asserted by a defendant. If countercfaims,
cross-c1aims, or third-party claims are fiIed, the circuit
court should consider those claims in setting the discovery
schedule.

Rule E. Experts.

Under the Expedited Scheduling and Discovery Order (Form
7) , the plaintiff shafl provide information on experts
pursuant to Rufe 26, ALa. R. Civ. P., at least 60 days before
the conclusion of discovery. The defendant shall provide Rule
26 expert information at least 30 days before the conclusion
of di scovery.

Expert testimony, including testimony by treating
physicians, shalI be admissible at trial through Iive
testimony or deposition, unless another means is agreed upon
in writing by the parties.

C omme nt s

Rule 26, Ala. R. Civ. P., information on experts is to be
provided by al1 parties sufficiently in advance of the c.Iose
of discovery to aIIow depositions of experts to be taken if
necessary and al1owed. A major change j-s that expert testimony
may be presented by means other than five testj-mony or
deposition if the parties agree in writing.



Rule F. Dispositive Motions.

Under the Expedited Scheduling and Discovery Order (Form
1), all dispositive motions shafl be fifed no fater than 14
days after the close of discovery.

Con[nent s

The principal dispositive
rufe are motions for a summary
R. Civ. P., motions to dismiss.

motions
j udgment

contemplated by
and Rul-e 12 (b) ,

thi s
AI:

When practical, the trial shoufd be scheduled within 90
days following the comp1etion of discovery. The court shalf
pface a reasonabfe limit on voir dire. The pfaintiffs,
coflectively, and the defendants, coflectively, may have up to
five hours each for opening statement, the presentation of
evidence, and closing argument, which may be expanded by the
circuit court for good cause shown.

Notwithstanding the Alabama Rules of Evidence, documents
and other exhibits, such as photographs, shall be deemed
authentic without predicate unless the opposing party objects
to the authenticity in wri-ting no later than 14 days before
the trial setting and the circuit court determines there is a
genuine question as to authenticity.

If the case is belng tried by a jury, the partj-es have
the right to a jury panel of 12 lurors, with the requirement
of a unanimous verdict. The parties, however, are encouraged
to stipulate to a jury of less than 12 in accordance wlth Rule
48, AIa. R. Civ. P. No plaintiff sha1l recover a judgment in
excess of $50,000, including interest, costs, and attorney
fees. The jury shafl not be informed of the $50, 000
limitation.

Cofiunent s

The mechanism or method for allocating time is left to
the circuit court's discretion. The parties are encouraged to
stipulate to as many factual- and evidentiary matters as
possible, as welf as to streamline the trj-al process by
limiting the number of five witnesses. One intent of this rule
is to provide a procedural mechanism designed to accommodate

Rule G. Trial.



agreement to the authenticity of exhibits so that a party can
offer into evidence such items as photographs, medical
records, computer printouts, and other documents without
deposlng or calling as a trial witness the custodian or maker
of the record. The parties are expected to agree to these
sorts of matters unless the objecting party demonstrates that
there is some genulne issue regarding the authenticity of the
document or item of evidence. Moreover, if in addlt.ion to the
original cfaim filed, the triaf involves a counterclaim,
cross-claim, or thlrd-party cIaim, the circuit court shoufd
give due consideration to allowing further discovery and more
trial time. In light of the potential cost savings and
conservation of court resources, the parties are afso
encouraged to stipulate to a jury of less than 12 jurors.

RuIe H.
and the

Appl i cab j- li ty
Alabama Rules

of the Alabama Rules of Civif Procedure
of Evidence.

The Alabama Rules of Civil- Procedure
Rufes of Evidence sha1l apply to all matters
addressed in these Rufes.

and
not

the Alabama
specificalJ-y

Commen t s

It is recognlzed that the admission into evidence of
affidavits, reports, or letters of experts, as provided in
Rule E, woufd normally be improper as hearsay. However, the
provisions in Rule E are essential- to the proper functioning
of the expedited system. Moreover, Rule 1101(a), Ala. R.
Evid., aflows variation from those rules where "other rul-es of
the Supreme Court of Al,abama" so provide. These Rules are such
"other rules. " The same applies to the authenticity of
exhibits as provided in Rule G of these Ru.Ies.

Rule I. Effective Date.

These Rul-es
after January 1,

shafl be effective to actions filed on or
201.1 .

If a point of proceduraf l-aw is addressed by these Ru.Ies,
then these Rules apply. If these Rufes are sifent on the
point in question, then the Afabama Rules of Civil Procedure
shal-l control.



Connnent s

These Rules become effective on January 1, 2011 .

Additionally, the Supreme Court has i-ndicated that it will, in
18 months after the effective date, evafuate the impact and
efficacy of these Ru1es.



Form 1

]N THE CIRCUIT COURT OE COUNTY, ALABAMA

INAME],

Pl aint i f f (s)

C]VIL ACTION NO.
CV

INAME] ,

Defendant (s) .

EXPEDITED SCIIEDULING AND DISCOVERY OPDER

This case has been assigned to the expedi-ted trial- track;

thus any recovery by the plaintiff or plaintiffs shall be

llmited to $50,000, lnclusive of interest, costs, and attorney

fees, as long as this case remains on the expedited track. The

following deadlines and discovery requirements shall apply in

this case unless good cause is shown by a party for amendment

to these requirements:

1. A11 discovery shall be commenced so as to be

completed wj-thin 120 days following the fiJ-i-ng of defendant's

answer to the complaint. If there are multiple defendants, the

120 days shall begin to run upon the filing of the last timely

answer.

2. Each defendant shafl indicate in the answer to the

complaint whether the defendant opts out of the expedited

t ri al- track.

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)



3. A party may propound no more than 50 written

discovery requests (inclusive of all interrogatories, requests

for production, and requests for admissions ) to any other

party without leave of court. For purposes of this limitation,

(1) any subpart or separable question (whether or not

separately numbered, lettered, or paragraphed) shafl be

considered a separate discovery request, and (2) the word

"party" incfudes aI1 parties represented by the same lawyer or

law firm. There is no limitatj-on to the number of subpoenas a

party may issue to nonparties for the production or inspection

of designated books, documents, electronically stored

information, or tangible things under RuIe 45 of the Alabama

Rufes of Civil Procedure.

4. Each party shalf be allowed to depose one fact

witness, in addition to the parties to this litigation. Eor

purposes of this l-imltation, the word "party" includes afl

parties represented by the same lawyer or faw f irm. This

fimitation shaff not apply to expert witnesses, including

retained experts and treating physicians.

5. Plaintiff(s) shall provide information on expert

witnesses required by Rule 26 of the Alabama Rules of Clvll

Procedure at Ieast 60 days before the conclusion of discovery.

Defendant (s ) shall afso provide information on expert



wltnesses required by Rule 26 aL Ieast 30 days before the

concfusion of discovery. Expert testimony, including testlmony

by treating physicians, may be admissible at trial through

1j-ve testimony, deposiLion, or other means agreed upon in

writing by the parties; however, if a party plans to offer

expert opinions through an affidavit, report, or .IetLer, the

party shal1 provide a copy of the expert writing and any

curricu.Ium vitae of the expert that party pfans to offer on or

before the respective expert-disclosure deadline. A party may

offer evidence regarding the reasonableness and necessity of

claimed expenses for medical care, treatment, and services at

trial through the admission of an affidavit, report, or Ietter

of the expert witness, provided that a copy of the writing is

produced in accordance with these deadlines for expert

testimony. If requested, experts shall be made available for

deposition, although any reasonable fees and expenses for the

time spent by an expert witness in preparing for the

deposition and in attending the actual deposition shafl be

borne by the party requestinq the deposition.

6. A11 dispositive motions shal] be filed no later than

14 days after the cfose of discovery. Other motions, inctuding

motions in limine, shafl be filed no fater than seven cafendar

days before the trial setting.



1 . No later than 30 days before the trial setting, the

patties shaff exchange (a) a fist (including names and

addresses) of alf witnesses they intend to call at tria1, (b)

the names and addresses of those witnesses whose testimony the

party expects to present by deposition, (c) the names and

addresses of any expert witnesses whose testimony or opinions

the party pfans to present through an affidavit, report, or

fetter, and (d) a fisL of all exhibits they intend to offer

into evidence at trial. At triaf, the parties may use excerpts

from depositions, including video depositions, regardless of

where the deponent fives or whether the deponent is availabl-e

to testify. Obj ections to any exhibits, witnesses, or

deposition testimony shalf be filed and served no later than

14 days before the trial setting.

8. The parties wil-f make availabfe for inspection and

copying, at a designated location within Afabama no l-ater than

30 days before the triaf setting, aI1 photographs, bi11s,

statements, or other exhibits they intend to introduce into

evidence, whether in possession of counsel, client, or

witness, and those photographs, bills, statements, or other

exhibits wilf be deemed authentic without predicate unless the

opposing party objects in writing to the court no fater than

14 days before the triaf setting and the court determines that



there exists a genuine question as to authenticity.

Objections, includj-ng objections to authenticity, shoufd be

made only if there is a genuine issue.

9, This case is scheduled for triaf on

a.m./p.m. The court wiIl place a reasonable20

]imit on voir dire and aflow each party up to five hours for

opening statement, the presentation of evidence, and closj,ng

shown. For purposes of this limitation, the word "party"

incfudes a1I parties represented by the same lawyer or 1aw

f irm. The amount of time alfotted for each party incfudes the

argument, which may be altered by the court for good

time the party spends on cross-examination, The parties

CAUSC

are

encouraged to stipulate to as many factuaf and evidentiary

matters as possible and are encouraged to streamline the trial

process by Iimiting the number of Iive witnesses.

10. If this case is tried by a jury, any verdict must be

unanimous, and the parties have the right to a jury panel of

12 competent jurors, in accordance with Rule 47 of the Afabama

Rules of Civif Procedure. The parties, however, are encouraged

to stipulate to a jury of less than 12 jurors, in accordance

with RuIe 4B of the Alabama Rules of Civif Procedure, and the

court suggests that the parties stipulate to a jury of 6

regular jurors selected from a l-ist containing the names of at



least 1,2 competent jurors. The court may afso direct that

alternate jurors be called and empaneled, and, if alternate

jurors are cafled, the parties shal-l be entitled to strike

from a fist containing the names of 3 competent jurors for

each alternate juror required, in addition to at feast 12

competent jurors required for a panel- of 6 reguJ-ar jurors,

un.Iess the parties agree otherwise.

DONE AND ORDERED, this day of 20

Circuit Court Judge


